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Sesana says

Now we're getting somewhere. By the end of the volume, I was starting to get excited about this story again.
At the same time, I hope that Seeley is getting close to his final destination. I don't want this to be drawn out
much longer.

Cathy says

It's still great, it's still my favorite series, but this one felt a little bit scattered to me. It was like that TV series
where they introduce a new character and you're frustrated because they didn't spend enough time on the
characters you really like. It doesn't matter if the new general is interesting, a gay, black, female general with
a wife that she cheated on and is trying to reconcile with and a cute kid who's being bullied at school. There
could be some good stories there, but we barely saw Cooper, the Chief, Ibrahaim... OK, maybe they did need
to add a some new characters, they killed off a lot of people and most of the others are stuck in The Farm.
And Cooper sure needs a friend his own age, I'm sure the kids will get along when they meet up. It was good
to get some answers in this book, the story advanced a bit. I just didn't quite feel the depth and layers of
storytelling I'd come to expect from Revival. But it's still the best series going and if you haven't tried it, you
should, even if you don't normally read comics. The characters and storytelling are so great, it's compelling
reading. I'm always amazed at how much they convey in such a compact amount of space. These people are
masters at what they do.

Wing Kee says

Patrick Rothfuss!!

World: Art is great, the first issue was a bit jarring with another artist but overall it's been great. The world
building is great, we are moving towards the end and the world building is still going strong with the central
mystery done well and the pieces slowly coming into place.

Story: Great in it's core and tone. The central mystery is absolutely fantastic and the drama with the Cypress
family this arc was good. There is a bit of jankiness with some of the Farm characters and also the
government stuff that do irk me, but overall the story has been absolutely fantastic.

Characters: So the Cypress family have been amazing and their flawed sad story is so good. Farm characters
are a bit janky in their motivations and development but overall it's been good. The central mystery which is
character related is still very good and I see we are getting close to getting some answers.

This series is good.

Onward to the next book!



*~Lan Lan~* says

Everything is starting to come together and make some sense! Loved this volume and can't wait for the next
one :D

Quentin Wallace says

I like this series, but there's a lot going on. I tend to forget where I left off between volumes, so for me this
would probably better if I read them all in sequence to get the full story.

That being said, this is a very interesting and original series. The dead come back to life. Okay, been there,
done that, right? But what happens after that is all new. I don't even know where to start, so I will just tell
new readers to start with Volume 1 and go from there. The art is good and the story is even better, so if you
like "horror with story" this one could be for you.

UPDATE: That first line of my review is interesting because it's spot on, and that's what I'm doing now,
reading them all in sequence. So much better that way. There are still things Im confused on but hopefully it
all gets cleared up by the end of the series. Really enjoying this one.

Chad says

Walking Dead eat your heart out. This is the living dead book you should be reading. We finally see what
screwed up the Cypress family so badly. The Cypress family dynamic is the engine that makes this car go. In
the midst of all this horror and craziness, it boils down to this family trying (and often failing) to protect one
another. We get a few steps closer to what caused this whole Revival conundrum and it all feels like it's
spiralling towards a finale showdown.

Melissa ♥ Dog/Wolf Lover ♥ Martin says

Still loving it. 2 books to go and it gets a little more cray each time. I hope the last book wraps up nicely

Mel ❤?

Zaz says

It was more interesting than the previous volume and, even if the answers are coming slowly, this one gave
some informations helping to understand the relationships between the characters. Some parts of the mystery
behind the revivers came in place and maybe we'll have a larger view of the puzzle next time. A nice
addition to the series, but I regret the fact that everything moves very slowly.



Michael Church says

Man, things are really starting to come together here. The cliffhanger from the last volume is wrapped up a
little too quickly, and I wish there was just a little more emphasis on it, but it works. Otherwise, there is a
LOT that happens, some loose ends are tied up, some questions answered. You get a little more look at the
history of the Cypresses and why they are the way they are. Still just a really riveting and well done book.
You should check it out if you have any interest.

Paul Porry says

This in my opinion is one of the best horror series being currently published, at which Image excels, also
with The Walking Dead and Outcast.

Anne says

I didn't realize that this title had wrapped up, but after reading this I looked it up because it seemed like
things were happening that might lead to some sort of a conclusion to this story.

I don't want to give away too much, but this volume did not do what I expected it to, and did not end up
where I thought it would.
At. All.

Looking back on it, the flashbacks to when they were children made a lot of sense, but I (once again) surely
didn't see any of their backstory coming.
And the stuff with Martha and Em's father and the death of her mother?
You get a clearer picture of the family dynamic and why things went down the way they did, especially from
Martha's POV.

This is one of those great family dramas that plays out even more incredibly within this wacky supernatural
backdrop, because everything they do is both amazing and mundane. I'm hooked and I can't wait to see how
it all ends!

Definitely Recommended!



Sooraya Evans says

A new character, General Cale is put in charge to replace the Mayor. She seems like a badass.
The Cypress sister's past gets revealed though a series of flashbacks.
And looks like it's the end of the line for John Doe.

Brendan says

this chapter really came into its own, easily one of the highlights since the series begun. This story is starting
to grow complicated as answers trickle out. Em has grown into this fearless reviver who is out for revenge
against Blaine, this storyline comes to an end. The aftermath of the bombing draws to a close with some
reveal of the sheriff's past. The problem with most of the other chapters was the unrevealing plotline but it
has finally delivered. This series may test your patience but its hard to fault this brilliant chapter.

Jacob says

Still an excellent series and not afraid to take risks. I continue to be impressed and drawn in.

Chinook says

Yay! We are starting to get answers to all the questions the series has developed so well up until now. Plus
some family background issues are being worked through in the middle of all the chaos.


